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PART I
THE DEFINITION OP THE TERM FAILURE
AND THE CAUSES OF FAILURE AS SET
FORTH IN OTHER STUDIES WHICH HAVE
BEEN MADE OF THIS SAME SUBJECT
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Introduction
This study of the Causes of Failure with special
reference to Grade X will naturally divide itself into
three parts
First: The definition of the term failure and the
causes of failure as set forth in other studies which
have been made of this same subject.
Second* The report of a study of failures made
in Grade X, High School X, Boston.
Third: Quotations and excerpts from a group of
remedial and preventive experiments made in an effort
to reduce the failures in secondary schools.
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Statement of the Purpose of the Thesis
In this thesis I propose to inquire into the causes
of failure among high school pupils, to determine the re
sponsibility for failure and to suggest remedial measures.
The generally accepted definition of the word failure, as
applied to school work, is the non-compliance on the part
of the pupil to meet the minimum requirements of accom-
plishment set by the school. The pupil or the school may
be responsible for the failure. Heck defines school
failure as non-acceptable work in a grade or course in
1
consequence of which it must be repeated. This is the
definition of the word "failure" as used in this study.
1* A. 0. Heck, Administration of Pupil Personnel, p. 353
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SIONIPICANCE OP THE PROBLEM
Value of Success.
The expression "nothing succeeds like success" is
pyschologically sound. Success is partly a habit and to
send a pupil out from school with a background of fail-
1
ure is a good start toward failure in life.
Maladjustment.
The mental hygienists recognize success "as one of the
simple conditions of mental health, largely neglected, pro-
bably because it is so commonplace and so familiar to
everybody. In the healthful development of the child and
in the efficient activity of the mature individual, this,
and to a limited extent failure also, is a health condition
2
of fundamental importance." Prom continued success an
attitude of confidence is developed. The stimulus of
success is an essential condition of normal development
and mental health. Continued failure, on the other hand,
is likely to develop an unsocial attitude, the shut-in
personality, and to plant the seeds of mental disorder.
For some children in the school there is little opportunity
for success. Failure in certain lines of effort is desir-
able, but failure in everything is disastrous.
1. W.W. Coxe, "Causes of Failure in High School", BureauEducation
^
se
^, 3
0hio State University, Vol.11, (May
2
* !IA-Sir?h?l',£J? #D# A "Success a»d Failure as Conditions
397? JWy 1919 ^
ental Hy«iene * Vol. Ill, Ho. 3.pp387.
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Again, in an article in the Boston Medical and Surgi-
1
cal Journal, Dr. Burnham stresses the importance of men-
tal attitudes in education. He says that "pupils carry
away very little book learning from the schools, as every
teacher knows, but the mental attitudes developed are the
vitally important things; and these have a double signifi-
cance, on the one hand for the mental efficiency of the
pupils, and on the other, for their mental health. These
attitudes are determined not only in the home, but in the
school, by the tasks set for the pupils, by the directions
given by the teacher, by the presence and behavior of the
other children and by the whole environment of the pupils."
2
Dr. Paton in discussing the value of success makes
the following statement: "If the public were educated to
the point of expecting that one of the first and chief
duties of the teacher was to estimate the adaptive capacity
of the child, a new stimulus, interest and dignity would
be given to the teaching profession. It requires far
greater breadth and depth of knowledge and a better rounded
personality for a teacher to be capable of assisting in
preparing a student for successful development in living
than it does to prepare him for business, a profession or
a scholastic career."
The need of success as a stimulus is universal.
1. W.W. Burnham, Ph. D. , "Boston Medical and Surgical Jour-
nal", Vol. C1XX1X, No. 25, pp. 749-755, Dec. 19, 1918
2. Stewart Paton, M.D., "Mental Hygiene", ix, No.2, pp.268-80

Children have an enormous appetite for it. They need
large doses. Adults become depressed without it. It is
vital for the normal. The teacher's business is to see
to it that every child at some time, in some way, in some
subject achieves a marked success, and that sometimes he
gets an honest gauge of himself by failure. As our classes
are now arranged and school work ordered, it often happens
that month after month many children have no legitimate
opportunity to succeed. If a chance to leave school
offers, naturally they take it.
Further on the same article Dr. Burnham asserts that
the application of the psychology of success takes the
sting out of worry; worry may even become a condition of
success, and when we face our worries and analyze them,
that very activity may destroy the worry Itself. Each
individual must work out this problem for himself, but
one rule is helpful to everyone. Children should be
trained and adult workers should train themselves to make
their period of work one day, to live one day at a time
—
what Dr. Osier has called "the freshest, the oldest, the
usefullest" of all the hygienic rules of life. Failure,
on the other hand, is inhibitory and depresses function;
and the inhibition of the will likely to result, unless
one fights against it, may irradicate and depress all the
activities, especially in the case of children.
W. H. Burnham, ph. D. , "Success and Failure as Conditions
of Mental Health", Mental Hygiene, Vol. Ill, No. 3, pp. 387-
397, July, 1919.

Reavis states very emphatically that there is no more
urgent challenge in the whole field of education at the
present time than that of effecting a satisfactory adjust-
1
ment between pupils and school. Through various surveys
it has been discovered that many of those pupils who were
thought to be mentally incompetent and incapable of doing
satisfactory work were the victims of some physical dis-
order, of bad teaching, of some emotional maladjustment or
unfortunate home conditions or of some other circumstances
2
beyond their immediate control. He continues, "The im-
portance of the timely attention of pupil, parent and per-
sonnel officer to incipient maladjustment on the part of
the pupil is too obvious to require proof. Prompt diag-
nosis of the contributing cause and definite effort to
remove or correct it are the surest means of averting fail-
ure and achieving success. For a school to assume that its
pupil maladjustment can be dealt with effectively through
the customary periodic reports of pupil »s marks without
the more frequent diagnostic appraisals is to invite un-
necessary waste from maladjustment, failure, and elimin-
3
ation."
Coxe in his discussion of school failures makes this
statement, "If the purpose dominating the high school is
1. W.C. Reavis, Pupil Adjustment in Junior and Senior High
Schools, preface, p. 13
2. W.C. Reavis, op. cit. Preface, p. 13
3. W.C. Reavis, op. cit. pp. 89-90
1vb©H
•ro in\
t one a too
iirrrrs oijtBOfi'Q.B J h
to educate every pupil according to his ability, we do not
see the necessity for so many failures. If the pupil is
not capable of the high school work offered to him, it may
be wrong to let him attempt it, or the course should be
1
modified to suit the pupil »s need."
Factors Contributing to Maladjustment
The following list of factors contributing to malad-
justment is taken from one of the newer books on diagnostic
2
and remedial teaching.
Contributory factors leading to maladjustment may be
mental, physical, pedagogical, emotional, volitional, socia^
moral.
(1) Mental—lack of native intelligence.
(2) Physical—eyes, easy fatigue, undernourished.
(3) Pedagogical—inadequacy of instructional methods,
instruction by mass methods.
(4) Emotional—fear of teacher, principal, ridicule,
antisocial tendencies.
Healthy social and personal relationship between
pupil and teacher necessary.
(5) Volitional— lack of effort on part of pupil, lack
1. W.W. Coxe, op. cit. pp. 131-132
2. Brueckner and Melby, Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching
p. 5

of confidence—initiative.
(6) Social—faulty attitudes of pupils often due to
unsatisfactory environmental conditions.
(7) Moral--honesty— trustworthiness—truthfulness.
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CAUSES OP FAILURE
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CAUSES OF FAILURE.
Mental Disabilities
In reviewing the studies of failures and their causes
one finds a variety of causes and a great difference of
opinion as to their relative values* Terman sets up mental
inferiority as the chief cause of retardation. He declares
that "all supposed causes of retardation are emphasized
1
except the one important cause--inferior mental ability,"
In discussing other suggested causes of retardation, he says
Feeble-minded children do often come from poor homes, since
often the parents of feeble-minded children are themselves
feeble-minded. For the same reason, feeble-minded pupils
shift frequently from one locality to another and attend
irregularly. Because such children are feeble-minded, they
are entered late, show little application in their school
2
work and tend to become delinquent.
On the other hand Edwards maintains that the feeble-
minded child does not reach the high school and that the
cause of failure in high school is not due so much to lack
3
of ability as to lack of interest. 0 ! Brien, in his
study of high-school failures agrees with Edwards that the
pupils who lack native ability sufficient for the work are
1. Louis M. Terman, Intelligence of School Children, p. 116.
2. Louis M. Terman, op. cit., p. 115.
3. W.L. Edwards, "why Students Fail", Washinton EducationJournal, Vol. IV, pp. 242-243, (April, 1925). Quoted from
A.O. Heck, p.368.
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not a large number.
He contends that among high school graduates there
are as many v/ho have failed at some time in their high
school career as there are those who have not failed.
Among the causes of failure or retardation recognized by
professor Strayer are backwardness or mental deficiency,
illness extending over a long period, and lack of a school
course adjustable to the needs of varying abilities.
In discussing mental disability Reavis says "before
mental disability can be declared the cause of pupil
maladjustment or failure it must be verified by objective
measurement and the tangible evidence of subnormal perfor-
mance. Merely to say, "the child is dull," without support*
ing the statement with factual evidence should be
regarded in the light of pedagogical dogma and should be
evaluated accordingly. The teacher's standards may have
been at fault, or the school may have failed in its guiding
functions. Unquestionably, low general mentality and
special mental disability due to injury, atrophy, biologi-
cal deviation or miseducation will be revealed in the
character of work of the pupil afflicted. The pupil
with the low I. Q. may be unable to meet the standards
required of the normal, irrespective of effort expended,
pupils with special disabilities, such as inferior rote
1. Francis P. O'Brien, The High School Failures, Teachers
'
College Contributions to Education, No. 102, Columbia
University, New York, 1919. p. 85. Quoted from A.O. Heck
p. 368.
-a o an fir en.
Imemory, aphasic conditions, or neuro -muscular defects may
be greatly handicapped in mental performance and as a
result deviate so markedly from the normal as to require
1
special education or re-education.
"
Lack of Preparation and Application
Lack of preparation and application is rated as one
of the outstanding factors in causing failures in a com-
parative study of four school systems. One city places
the per cent of failures due to this lack as high as 49 per
cent and another city places it at 35.4 per cent. Lack of
application and preparation may be due to inattention in
class, unwise use or distribution of time, poor or ineffec-
tive habits of work, dislike for subject, lack of under-
standing of subject as well as physical defects, (inability
to see or hear well). Supervised or directed study in
which all the work for a time is done under the supervision
of instructors is the most effective method for overcoming
these difficulties.
Absence
We all realize the importance that absence plays in
school failures. Coxe asserts that absence has more in-
2
fluence on failures than intelligence. In the study of
the four school systems referred to in Table II, page 34,
it ranks third in the causes of failures.
1. W.c. Reavis, op. cit. p. 118
2. W.W. Coxd, op. cit., pp. 131-132.
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The responsibility for absence may rest with the pupil
because of physical disability or indifference, with the
home because of economic conditions or lack of interest on
the part of the parents in the pupils 1 education or with
the school for failure to follow up the absentee. In a
recent survey of pupil failures in a large girls 1 high
school in Boston it was found that the largest number of
failures was due to absence and the next largest to lack of
effort and indifference.
Lack of Study and Poor Study Habits
Miss Mary C. Mellyn, Assistant Superintendent of
Schools of Boston in a recent talk to a large group of high
school teachers made the following statement.
"If teachers will see that in every lesson
1« Pupils know what they are to learn.
2. Pupils know what they must do to learn
there will come a great improvement in American Education."
Miss Mellyn placed great stress on the necessity of train-
ing the student to read and read intelligently. She gives
the following outline for reading achievement in High
School Grades.
Reading for Mastery and Enjoyment
Materials. All the texts and supplementary books required
in the courses.
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I. Ability to make outlines.
II, Ability to interpret text,
III. Ability to organize material for reproduction.
IV, Ability to use study tools for reference.
V, Ability to increase vocabulary power.
VI. Ability to summarize.
VII, Ability to appreciate literary values.
These achievements should be a part of the work of
each course each year, and the student should grow in power
to interpret the printed page through the four years of his
course.
1
Dr, Fred Gatchell in a recent article voices the
same thought when he says that teachers are beginning to
realize that a pupil's success in school and in later
life depends largely ur>on his methods of work, uoon his ab-
ility to use profitably his energy and time, unon his abil-
ity to read and get facts accurately from books, upon the
attention which he gives to making all objectives and psy-
chological conditions favorable to his success. A number of
ligh schools and colleges are acting upon these ideas by or-
ganizing special courses in methods of study.
In a recent study of failures in a boys ' high school in
Boston 53 per cent of the pupils attributed their failures
to lack of study while in the same school the teachers con-
sidered the lack of study as responsible for 45 per cent of
the failures. (Chart II.)
Lack of clear assignments on the part of the teachers
is often at the basis of poor study habits as well as lack
1. D. Fred Gatchell, "Results of a How-to-otudy Course
Given in High School", The School Review, Vol. 39, P. 123
February, 1931.
t
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of specific instructions in the method of attacking the
problem.
Poor teaching is responsible for much lack of study
"in fact the recitation method most typical of our schools
1
consists more in examination than in teaching." The large
percentage of failures due to lack of study might be appre-
ciably reduced if teachers were willing to take some time
devoted to teaching subjects to teaching the boys and girls
how to study.
As a substitute for failure Miss Peters makes the
following assertion:
"Permanent interests grow out of successes, not fail-
ures. Children, like their elders, tend to follow those
lines of endeavor in which they feel some measure of assur-
ance. More attention should be given to habits of study
and social adjustments of the dull pupils. Subject matter
should be suited to the needs and interests of the failing
child. Teaching methods that emphasize thought getting
rather than drill are more effective educational measures
than retardation." 2
Poor Foundation
"Teachers are prone to blame the failure of their
pupils upon the inadequate preparation given in earlier
schools. In one school, an effort was made to overcome
this by admitting only those pupils who made a high school
record on an intelligence test. To the surprize of the ad-
ministration, there was still found to be an appreciable
percent of failure in most of the subjects. Aftor a care-
ful investigation, it was found that the preparation of the
pupils in the grade subjects, such as reading and arithme-
tic, was below the usual standard as measured by the tests.
It was also found that the parents of the failures were not
sympathetic with the schools. In another school the writer
inquired into the eighth grade records of 52 pupils who
were then failing in their freshman high school
1. Charles Hubbard Judd , Introduction to the study of
Education, Ginn & Co., 1918, p. 234.
2. E.C. Peters, "a substitute for failures", Educational
Research Bulletin, April 1925, Vol. IV, p. 182-3
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work. Of these 82j per cent were rated below the average
eighth-grade pupil by the elementary school. It would
appear that teachers are right in ascribing failure to
lack of preparation but it must not be forgotten that a
great many other factors are also operating." 1
In discussing this phase of the failure problem Reavis
says that it may seem like evading the issue to place the
responsibility for failure on deficiencies in previous
training as a cause of maladjustment in school. If it were
used as an alibi by the teacher or personnel adviser for
evading present duty to the individual, then its validity
as a cause should be held in question. However, adminis-
tration which did not take into consideration the character
and extent of the pupil* s previous education would be
short-sighted indeed. A pupil ts present trouble, for ex-
ample, may be one of inability to read effectively and
economically, because of failure previously to learn to
read sufficiently well; his knowledge of English usage may
never have been applied and as a result his oral and
written English are below the standards for age and grade;
or lack of sequence in previous education may be respon-
sible for failure to acquire the basic knowledge and skill
essential to normal progress in present studies. There
must be definite knowledge of the individual's previous
educational history when present educational status is
appraised. If deficiencies in previous training exist and
2
1. W.W. Coxe, op. cit., pp. 131-132.
2. W.C. Reavis, op. cit., p. 117.
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are considered potent, careful diagnosis must be made to the
end that proper corrective measures may be applied.
Home Conditions
Coxe, in a study of the child's environment, in which
he considered the neighborhood, the dwelling, the family,
the parents* attitude, and the economic conditions found
that for one hundred and forty school failures studied, the
parents 1 attitude proved to be the most important single
item. The condition of the home is a probable cause for
high school failure as it has a great deal to do with es-
1
tablishing educational ideals. He says*
"We came to feel that an indifferent attitude might be
almost as harmful to school success as some open opposition.
In nearly 80 per cent of the homes, there was nothing in
the attitude of the parents to encourage school work," 2
Whatever is done by the teacher, the visiting teacher,
the school nurse or the attendance officer to change these
conditions for the child must be attempted with great common
sense and tact. It is important to realize that the child's
environment is of considerable influence and that a bad en-
3
vironment dan be changed.
"Failure that is caused by the pupil's out-of-school
environment is important but very difficult to eliminate.
The factors outside of the schoolroom are hard to reach and
when found they can be controlled only indirectly. One
must realize that the child is in school only from five to
six hours a day for a maximum of two hundred days a year,
and that the child's home, his associates, his out-of-school
work, and his parents all have an overwhelming influence
upon the attitude he will adopt and the success he will
L, W.W. Coxe, "Home Conditions as a Cause of Failure in High
School," Educational Research Bulletin, Sept., 1923, Vol.
2. lJw?'Coxe; op. cit., p. 200
3. A.O. Heck, op. cit., p. 368
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achieve at school."
Pupil-Teacher Attitude
In advocating a health examination at school entrance
each year Dr. Burnham maintains that most important of all,
perhaps, is the problem of obtaining the right attitude
between pupil and teacher. A thorough examination of the
children at the outset would help much toward insuring this
The teacher would learn the handicaps of defective vision,
defective teeth, chronic disease, unfavorable home condi-
tions and the like. Such an examination would be of great
advantage to teachers also in another way. The great mis-
take still found almost everywhere is that of giving
attention to the subject to be taught rather than the child
to be educated, the subject of culture rather than the ob-
ject of culture. An examination of this sort would at the
outset call the attention of the teachers to the needs of
the individual pupils, and the advantage to the teachers
2
might be as great perhaps as to parents.
A teacher may be failing to interest a pupil because
of the use of poor methods, she may not understand her
problem cases and thus fail to be in sympathy with them,
she may not have a true notion concerning what school
standards demand and fail many more pupils than is necessar
L A.O. Heck, Administration of Pupil Personnel, p. 369,
2. W.H. Burnham, Ph.D., "A Health Examination at School
Entrance", Massachusetts Society for Mental Hygiene
Publication No. 27.
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1
or she may be unfitted to teach.
Physical Defects
The group of causes designated as physical disabili-
ties include malnutrition, under-nourishment , various
physical maladies, and special physical handicaps which so
effect the physical organism that there is a resulting
interference in the oDeration of the potential mental
2
acumen. Such conditions must be rectified or improved
before normal mental functioning can be expected. Remedial
treatment of a specialized character with school cooperation
in the improvement of the physical conditions under which
the subject works usually bring the desired results.
Relatively few cases come under the cause designated as
psycho-physical defects, yet the modern city environment
is resoonsible in some instances for defects in the
central nervous system and its end organs, which manifest
themselves in lack of control and incoordination. Such
defects obstruct the normal learning process, and when
identified require a type of treatment which should be
advised solely by those with special qualifications in
3
re-education. Heck classifies physical defects of a
remedial character under failure due to the school,
for it is assumed that if the school has a functioning
physical education department, these defects will be
1 A. 0. Heck, ^p. cit., p. 367.
2 W. C. Reavis, ©p. cit., p. 117.
3 W. C. Reavis, op. cit., o. 119.
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reraoved.
Elimination as a Result of Failure
There are two courses of action open to the failing
pupil--he becomes a repeater who causes extra work for the
teacher and adds expense to the community, besides lending
an atmosphere of discouragement to the whole school or he
becomes one of the large army of drop-outs. Most studies
which have considered the relation of elimination to fail-
2
ure have maintained that failure produces elimination.
Why do pupils drop out of school before their course is com-
pleted? It is usually because they are more interested in
something else or because parents do not cooperate with the
3
teacher in trying to keep them in school. Real teaching
will be helpful in overcoming elimination. Health education
programs will assist in overcoming the influence of ill
health as a factor of elimination.
Koos also affirms that our methods of teaching in sec-
ondary schools have heretofore encouraged selection rather
than conduced to success and therefore retention.
Van Denburg f s investigation included a study of the
relationship between success, as measured by the average
marks earned, and the length of stay in high schools in New
York City, and concluded that high or low marks have a
jL A.O. Heck, Administration of Pupil Personnel, p. 367.
2. W.W. Coxe, op. cit. pp. 131-132.
3! wIh! Burnham^ "A Health Examination at School Entrance,"
Massachusetts Society for Mental Hygiene, publication 27,
p. 17
4. L.V. Koos, The American Secondary School, p. 145.
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significant connection with retention or elimination.
Hunt found for the high schools of Minnesota included in
his investigation that the percentages of failures in all
subjects taken by graduating and non-graduating pupils
were, respectively, 4.9 and 28.6 percent. 0*Brien concluded
in his study of high school failures that "the percentage
of failure for those leaving is no higher than for those
2
who do not leave," but his conclusion does not take into
account the number of pupils who drooped out before their
3
success or failure had been recorded. Relatively low
mental equipment is responsible in no small part for retar-
dation and over-ageness and it has been shown that over-
ageness encourages early discontinuance of school attendance.
1. J.K. Van Denburg, "Causes of the Elimination of Students
in Public Secondary Schools in New York City", Teacher's
College Contributions to Education, No. 47, 1911, o. 206.
2. F.P. O'Brien, "The High School Failures", Teacher's
College Contribution to Education, No. 102, po. 9^.
3. L.V. Koos, oo. cit, pp. 141-146.
I
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Other Studies of Causes of Failure
1
McElroy, after study of failure in four large high
schools, concludes "that it was the system of marking, or
lack of system, which was at fault,"
2
Bliss gives these three causes for failure.
1. Difference in the quality of actual teaching in the
classrooms or lack of motivation in the subject
matter,
2. Attempt to maintain unreasonably high standards
(college certification).
3. Wide variation within a school in the number of
failures for different subjects indicates a radical
difference in the arbitrary standard of attainment
required.
1. Prank D. McElroy, "Consider—The Failure Fetish", High
School Teacher, January, 1925, Vol. 1, p. 5.
2# D «C« Bliss, "High School Failures", Educational Adminis-
tratfcpn and Supervision, Vol. Ill, pp. 125-138. March, 1917
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Reasons for Failure Assigned by Pupils
in Two High 3chools of a Medium
1
Sized City,
^upils f Reasons for Failure
.. Lack of preparation
2. Subject too difficult
5. Irregular attendance
4. Assignments not clear
• Too many outside acti-
vities
6. Teacher was unfair
7. Poor health
Number
142
73
48
43
37
34
15
Sxtra reasons stated by pupils
a. "Too lazy" (or indifferent)
ID. "No foundation 1st year"
"Went too fast"
(L "Did not like the subject"
e. "Poor start" (late cr irreg-
ular attendance)
."Subject not practical"
g. "Not acquainted in School"
Total
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
4~TT
Percent
34.50
18.90
11. TO
10.50
8.90
8.20
3.70
1.20
0.72
0.48
0.48
0.24
0.24
9.24
100.00
Quoted from W. C. Reavis
,
op. cit., p. 110.
f • G. W. Lehman, Unpublished Study of Failure in the Seco^. : -
ary Schools of Green Bay, Wisconsin, 1924.
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High School Student
a | Opinions on Rea3on3
for Failure in High School
Subjects*
A list of possible reasons for failure in school work
was submitted to 830 high-school students and fifty teachers.
1
Each was asked to check his opinion as to why high school
pupils failed in their work. In the table below the first
column gives the ranking assigned by the students and
teachers, the second column the reasons as ranked by the
students, and the third column, the reasons as ranked by the
teachers
.
1. Harry Howard Gilbert, "High School Students » Opinions on
Reasons for Failures in High School Subjects", Journal of
Educational Research, Vol. 23, pp. 46-49, January, 1931.
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•
Reasons for Failure in High School Subjects,12 3
Stucfents Students TeacEers
&
Teachers
X • Lack of Brains 1 7 1
2. Common Laziness 2 1 2
o • Does not like Subject 3 2 6
4. Does not like Teacher 4 8 9
5. Hard to study at home 5 4 3
o • Too many clubs and teams
in school 6 9 8
7. Too many shows and
parties outside school 7 5 4
8. Too many dates 8 6 7
9. Student is weak or sick 9
In commenting on the study the
3
author says
:
5
"While there is much agreement in ranking the various
reasons, there are several outstanding differences of
opinion. The most pronounced of these is the difference on
the question of the importance of ability or "brains".
This becomes even more striking in the light of the fact
that over 60 per cent of the teachers voted lack of brains
as being very important while over 50 per cent of the
students claimed that lack of brains had nothing to do with
failure.
Dislike for a thing not infrequently accompanies lack
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of understanding of it; hence, the fact that the students
placed dislike for the subjent second only to laziness
probably goes hand in hand with the low ranking of mental
ability.
It is evident that a large number of students were
willing to attribute failure to laziness, dislike for the
subject, sickness, etc.; in fact, almost any reason except
to admit that they could pass if they wanted to.
c
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EDMONDSON'S SUMMARY OP
CAUSES OP FAILURE
1
An interesting study of the causes of failures has
been made by Professor J.B. Edmondson of the University of
Michigan. He asked many principals of high schools in the
state of Michigan to give their opinions of the causes of
pupil failure in high schools. From the number of opinions
given he compiled this following list of causes*
1. The policy of assigning such large numbers of pupils
to teachers as to discourage attention to the individ-
ual needs of pupils.
2. The practice of many teachers of seeking to stimulate
a spirit of work and a respect for scholarship through
the fear of failure.
3. The practice of some principals of allowing teachers to
fail large numbers of pupils without requiring an ex-
planation of the causes of the failures.
4. The lack of uniformity in the minimum of requirements
in the sections taught by different teachers, with the
result that twice as much work may be required by some
teachers as is required by others.
5. The failure of the principal to acquaint beginning
teachers with the scope of work to be covered during a
rr~J.B. Edmondson, "Why High School Pupils Fail", School
Review, Vol. 33, June, 1925, pp. 403-404.
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semester and the standards to be maintained,
6. The practice of teachers of placing an excessively high
value on the results of final examinations.
7. The practice of teachers of giving zero for unexcused
absences, tardiness, or disorderly conduct in class.
8. The practice of allowing teachers to frame their own
final examination without any checking by associate
teachers or supervisors.
9. The practice of many teachers using the entire class
period for oral testing with little or no attention to
the difficulties in advance assignments or to the
difficulties of the individual pupil.
10. The practice of allowing backward pupils to elect sub-
jects that require better native ability and better
previous preparation than any they possess.
11. The practice of some principals of urging their
teachers to distribute their marks according to the
normal frequency curve.
12. The tendency of some teachers to be more concerned
with teaching subject-matter than with the training of
the pupils.
13. The practice of some teachers of assuming a certain
quantity and quality of previous training for all
pupils and beginning their course at an assumed point,
•|» » » , r "o v ft ft j r •f f , o» 5P x% * t ( i i
•
1 0\ -'i 1 • - i b<l •
•
-
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regardless of real facts of preparation,
14. The failure to provide special sections or special
courses for pupils of low ability or inadequate prelim-
inary training.
15. The failure of school authorities to instruct parents
as to the amount of home study required and to define
the conditions favorable to home study.
16. The failure of the school to seek to discover the real
cause or causes for the failure of the individual
pupil,
17. The fear on the part of some teachers that a low per-
centage of failures will be interpreted by associates
and supervisors as meaning "low standards".
18. The failure of principals to require that teachers
devote a minimum amount of time to specific training in
the habits of study peculiar to the different studies.
19. The practice of allowing all entering ninth-grade
pupils to elect four studies regardless of their previ-
ous performances in the grades or of the results of in-
telligence tests.
20. The failure of teachers to define the minimum essen-
tials in their courses and to provide adequate drill.
21. The failure of the school authorities to regulate the
social and athletic activities of the school in the
interests of classroom work.
•_
f
C
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•
22. The practice of requiring the same quality and amount
of work in ninth-grade subjects as in twelfth-grade
subjects.
23, The failure of teachers to organize their work in the
terms of definite, specific tasks that pupils must
perform at a stated time.

PART II
A REPORT OP A STUDY OP FAILURES
MADE IN GRADE X, HIGH SCHOOL X, BOSTON
c
In the fall of 1930 it seemed advisable to make an
* investigation of the causes of failures in a large girls'
high school situated in Boston, which, for the purpose of
this study, we shall refer to as High School X, This com-
prehensive school has an enrollment of over two thousand
pupils and offers the following courses of study:
(a) General Course
(b) College Preparatory Course
(c) Commercial Course
As it was impossible to include in this investigation
failures for the entire school and in as much as the dis-
trict in which this school is located is rapidly being or-
ganized on the 6-3-3- plan, it seemed wise to limit the in-
vestigation to the pupils of Grade X as this group is made
up largely of new entrants to the school and is almost
three times as large as Grade IX. It is also the class in
which there is generally the greatest number of failures.
The Case Method Plan was chosen for this investigation
the method of procedure being as follows. Each home room
teacher sent to the teacher making the investigation, whom
we shall call the counselor, a list of her pupils having
two or more failures, giving the subjects in which each
Ill
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pupil failed, the symbol of the subject teacher, and the
I. Q. of the pupil. The girl was then invited to the office
of the counselor, who during a friendly conversation, tried
to find out how much the girl studied, her methods of study,
er home conditions, her explanation of the failures as well
as any special abilities or disabilities, likes or dislikes
that she might have. Then the counselor consulted with the
girl»s teachers and when necessary sent for the parents and
I
made whatever adjustments were necessary. The counselor
recorded all information thus obtained on a separate card
for each girl.
In the first two bimonthly periods, in a class of 598,
there were 239 pupils or 39,9 percent of the class who had
two or more failures and 44 or 7,3 percent of the entire
class failed in four or more subjects. Prom this group of
44 one half dropped out before the end of the year.
The purpose was to find, if possible, the causes of I
these failures. The first step was an examination of the
, Q's, It was found that 69 girls or 11.6 percent of the
pupils in Grade X had an intelligence quotient of 85 or less.
Of this group 25 left during the year. After a careful ex-
amination of all the information available from all sources
in regard to each girl the following table as to apparent I
causes of failure was made.
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The data in Table II was obtained in order that we
might compare the reasons for failures in our school with
the reasons given in other schools. For this purpose we
chose a western city, Santa Monica, Cal., two mid-western
cities, Chicago and La Crosse, Wisconsin and two Boston
1
High Schools, one for girls and one for boys. If we ex-
amine this table carefully we may note that the conditions
over which the school has little control, namely limited
ability and poor health, were responsible for 16.2 per cent
of the failures, while the conditions over which the school
has some control were responsible for 83.8 per cent of the
failures. Therefore it would seem that it is the resDonsi-
bility of the school or system to make every effort to re-
duce this large percentage.
In comparing our school with the four other schools
included in this study, our girls seem to be about as in-
telligent as pupils in other cities, the oer cent of
failures caused by limited ability being 11.6 as comoared
with an average of 12.8 for the other cities; 14.7 per cent
of our failures were assigned to absence, the average for
the other cities being 11.8 which is lowered by the ex-
tremely low per cent given by High School Y, which is a
boys 1 school and famous throughout the city for its high
rate of attendance. Excluding this school the percentage
1. Santa Monica, Dept. of-Research, Report No; 2, 1931-32
Chicago, W. C. Reavis,-op. citi p. 108
La Crosse, B. P. McCormick, "A Study of Failures."
(over)
[School Review, XXX (June, 1922) p. 433.
Statistics, High School X, Boston.
Statistics, High School Y, Boston.
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STUDY OF CHART 2
RFA.SONS OF FAIHJRES IN FOUR CITIF:S
2.
1 Santa Monica, Cal.
3 LaCrosse, Wisconsin
2 Chicago, 111.
4 High School X, Boston
tr
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of failures due to absence in our school 14.7 is about the
same as the average of the three other cities, namely 14.4
per cent. If we group together the closely related study
conditions such as lack of preparation and application,
poor study habits, lack of interest, laziness and poor home
conditions for study, High School X attributes 51,5 per cent
of the failures to these conditions and the other cities
average 53.2 per cent*
The next step in our study was to compare the per cents
of failures in the major subjects offered in Grade X.
These are given below in Table III.
Table III
Percentages of Failures in Major Subjects in High
School X, 1930-31. Grade X
Subject Per cent of Failures
3
English 23
Language 17
Mathematics 17.6
Science 11
Social Science 13
Bookkeeping 19.6
Home Economics 10
Art 6
Table IV is a comparison of the per cent of failures
in Grade X and the entire school in these same subjects.
(
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Table IV
A Comparison of Percent of Failures in Grade X
And Entire School, High School X, 1930-31.
Subject
English
Language
Mathematics
Science
Social Science
Bookkeeping
Home Economics
Art
Percent of
Failures for
Entire School
16.
20.
11.
12.
17.
7.
6.
Percent of
Failures for
Grade X
23:
—
17.
17.6
11.
13.
19.6
10.
6.
With the exception of Mathematics and Science (where
the percents are the same) the percentages of failures are
larger in the various subjects in Grade X than for the
whole school. There are probably two reasons for this--
first, the pupils of limited ability have reached the point
beyond which they cannot do passing work and second, many
of the girls are marking time until they are 16 years, the
age when they are no longer compelled by law to stay in
school. In his "Study of Failures" McCorraick has the high-
est percentage of Failures in Grade X and the statistics
from Santa Monica also give Grade X as having the highest
percentages of failures.
In the year 1930-31 in High School X 16.9 percent of
the total enrollment of the school left and 32 percent of
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these drop-outs were in Grade X.
The next step in our study was to compare the percent
of failures in our Grade X with some other city. The data
collected is set forth in Table V.
Table V
A Comparison of Percents of Failures in Major
Subjects, Grade X in Santa Monica, and High
School X.
Santa Monica-High School
X
English 23 23
Language 13 17
Mathematics 19,2 17,6
Science 4.5 11
Social Science 6.6 13
Home Economics 1 6
Art 0 10
In Table V we find the percentages of failures in
English, Language and Mathematics about the same with a
somewhat larger difference in Science, Social Science, Home
Economics and Art.
After comparing the percentages of failures in Grade X
with the other data available, the next logical step was a
comparison between our school and other cities in the per-
cent of failures in major subjects. For this purpose we
were able to secure data from two California cities, Santa
Monica and San Diego, La Crosse a mid-western city,
ICO
. I
t
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Atlanta, Georgia, a southern city, V/ilmington, Delaware, a
middle Atlantic city and Cambridge, Everett, and Quincy,
three greater Boston cities. Table VI shows a tabulation
of this data. The contents of Table VI are set forth on
the following page. The six grapha which follow this table
will give us a picture of the varying percents in major
subjects in these nine cities. The figuring is uniform
throughout the series.
1. San Diego
2. Santa Monica
3. La Crosse
4. Atlanta
5. Wilmington
6. Cambridge
7. Everett
8. Quincy
9. High School X, Boston.
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ENGLISH CHART
20.7
21
S.5*
6.3
16
16.5"
11.1
56
t 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 <i
u-
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LANGUAGE
37 CHART 4
2<?.5
21 3
14
10
14
5Ac
1 Z 3 4 5 4> 7 6 1
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MATHEMATICS CHART
30
25! 7
ZO ZO
10.7
io.r
1 l 3 4 5" ic 7 8 4
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SOIENCE CHART
242
U.I
11.3
1Z
18.2
15T
12,
11.5"
11
1 I 3 4 5 (c 7 8 1
r
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SOCIaL SCIENCES CHART
v.
27.5"
Up
15>1
6.4
1 Z 5 4 5- 7 8 <i
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COMMERCIAL CHART 8
17
14.3
10.^
7.5"
12 5 4 5 7 8

The suggested distribution of A, B, C, D, and E'3 as
contained in Boston Public School Document No. 3, 1925
follows herewith.
A 5% - 15%
B 25% - 55%
C 40% - 50%
D 5% - 10%
E 5$ - 10%
D's and E f s are failures. High School X follows this
suggested distribution on the whole, although it is in no
way obligatory. A comparison of the percent of failures
in High School X with the percent in the other cities in-
cluded in the study shows that our school does not vary
over two percent from the average percent of failures in
the other cities in any major subject. If we compare by
failures in subjects in the 9 cities the highest percent
of failure is found in Mathematics, with Language second
and English third. The lowest percent s of failures are
found in Art and Home Economics.
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I
What does High School X do in an effort to reduce the
>ercentage of failures?
Homogeneous Grouping
As was stated at the beginning of this study our school
offers a choice of three courses
—
general, college prepar-
atory and commercial. The great majority of our pupils
make their decisions as to which course they intend to take
in the Intermediate School and are thus already separated
into homogeneous groups to a slight degree before they come
into High School. As a rule only those students showing
marked ability are advised to take the college course. To
a limited extent we have some homogeneous groupings.
In English, throughout the four years, the college and
commercial sections are separate and the content of the
courses differentiated. In the college sections the stud-
ents are grouped according to ability in the third and
fourth years. The girls are assigned to the higher and
lower sections on the basis of the previous year's marks.
The lower fourth year college group completes the minimum
requirements for college entrance while the higher group
does a broader type of work and more outside reading. In
the commercial groups only the girls who do A or B work
in English are eligible for the Secretaryship class—
a
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specialized group. An effort is also made to group all
third year commercial girls who are diploma candidates
(girls who are trying to complete the four years 1 work in
three )
•
French classes are divided into college and general-
commercial sections. This is made possible by the large
numbers studying this language. Over one thousand pupils
take this subject—about seventy-five in French V, the
same number in French IV, something over one hundred in
French III, and the remainder in French II and French I
making higher and lower sections possible. Students are
advanced to the higher sections according to their ability.
Pupils who start this language in the 7th and 8th grades
are kept together throughout their high school course.
Those who began the subject in the 9th grade form a sepa-
rate group. We also have a section which begins French in
the Sophomore year and covers four years 1 work in three.
This group is college preparatory and is kept intact for
three years. We feel that this ability grouping saves
failures and enriches the curriculum for the top sections.
Supervised Study.
Our Commercial Geography classes are so organized that
the pupils have two periods of supervised study each week
under the direction of their class teacher in a room in
which the Commercial Geography Library and Exhibits are
Boston University
School of Education
-fit
%*
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kept
.
Reports
In addition to the regulation by-monthly report card,
we have a special card sent to the parents of pupils
failing in two subjects stating that the girl failed
to do satisfactory work in the subjects. This card must
be returned to the home room teacher bearing the signature
of the parent. A letter is sent to the father of the
pupils having three or more failures, asking him or the
girl's mother to come to the school at the earliest oppor-
tunity to talk the situation over. W« have very fine coo -
eration from the parents in this matter. This cooperation,
we feel, is fostered by the "Mothers and Fathers" meeting
which the faculty gives each year* Here the parents and
teachers meet in a friendly gathering and have an oppor-
tunity to exchange confidences and impressions about the
child.
Opportunity Classes
For a number of years we have had groups of failing
pupils receiving special or individual instruction in
small classes. This plan of handling fpilures has proved
successful especially in Bookkeeping and Phonography.
The pupil is a member of the small class and his regular
class at the same time. In English I the pupils assigned
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to the Opportunity Class gave up membership in the regular
class and were given a special course of study in more
elementary work.
Study Helps
As lack of study and poor study habits appear to be
the causes of a large percent of failures, each girl in
High School X has pasted in her English text book a copy
of the following "Study Helps".
STUDY HELPS
For High School Students
Don't be satisfied with "C". Say "I can" and prove
it.
SPECIAL HELPS IN CLASS
1. Have a note-book for lesson assignments.
2. Write every assignment carefully.
SPECIAL HELPS IN STUDY ROOMS
Remember that lessons done in school save time at
home
.
1. Plan beforehand exactly what task you will do In
each period, and hold to your plan.
2. Have with you all books, paper, pen, and note-
books that you need.
3. Begin study at once.
4. Forget the people around you.
5. Avoid day-dreams.
SPECIAL HELPS AT HOME
1. In the afternoon, get exercise in the fresh air
before you begin to study.
2. Have definite times for study.
3. Budget your time so that each subject has fair
treatment
.
4. Study by yourself in a quiet, well -vent ilated room
5. Work at a well-lighted desk or table.
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6. Clear your desk of everything not needed.
7. Rest a few minutes between lessons,
8. Work independently.
9. Plan your work so that you may go to bed at ten
o 1 clock.
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After School Study Room
At the request of the girls last year a large room
was reserved for one period after the close of school
each day for any girls who wished to stay in the building
to study. This proved to be popular. It was supervised
by a member of the Head Master's Aids (a student govern-
ment organization) and attendance was voluntary.
Case Method Investigation
In the investigation of failures in Grade X the
counselor interviewed 239 girls who failed in two or
more subjects the first two bi-monthly periods. Each
girl was given a conference of at least ten nr.nutes and
many girls had two or three conferences. Did the results
.justify the time and energy spent? Of the 239 who had
two or more failures at the beginning of the year 34 or
14.3 percent passed and received their points in all
subjects at '"he end of the year. 46 or 19.2 failed in
one subject. 99 or 41.5 percent failed in two or more
subjects and 60 or 25.1 percent left during the year
or did not return in September. Programs were lightened
for pupils of limited ability; pupil-teacher friction
was discovered and alleviated in several cases; special
seating arrangements were made for pupils who had

difficulty In hearing; eye-glasses were furnished for
pupils who needed then but who could not afford to buy
then; undernourished nupils were furnished ir.ilk daily
by the school. In several cases in which the home con-
ditions were extreinely bad, clothing and financial aid
were given. Every child with a physical disability was
given .special consideration and every effort was made t
helo the Maladju - f ed child. The counselor feels that
the tine and energy spent in the investigation were
justified.

PART III
QUOTATIONS AND EXCERPTS FROM A GROUP
OF REMEDIAL AND PREVENTATIVE EXPERIMENTS
MADE IN AN EFFORT TO REDUCE FAILURES IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
r
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SPECIAL REPORTS ON MALADJUSTED PUPILS.
When it becomes obvious to the personnel adviser
that a pupil is not recovering from a temporary malad-
justment, an attempt should be made to ascertain clearly
the cause of the presenting symptom or difficulty. The
weekly reports should be reexamined, the case records
should be consulted, and the adviser should familiarize
himself as thoroughly as possible with the background of
personal data which have been assembled. Failing to find
cues in the personal history which may lead to the diag-
nosis of the hindering difficulty, special reports should
be secured from other faculty members who come in contact
with the individual in question. These reports should
indicate the character of the work, application, and
general attitude of the pupil and should provide a cross
-
section view of his progress.
METHODS OF DIAGNOSIS
If the personnel adviser is still unable to ascertain
the cause of the trouble, one or more of the following
methods may be tried.
(1) the pupil may be interrogated with a view of
inducing self-diagnosis
.
(2) the pupil may be observed in his classroom work.
1. W*. C. Re avis, op. cit., p. 89
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(3) the pupil may be asked to carry out orally for the
adviser the processes employed in classroom work
to the end that some overt act may reveal the
hindering difficulty.
(4) special tests may be administered by the advise:;
the reactions of the pupil observed, and the
results carefully analyzed.
( 5) examination by specialists may be required.
( 6) conference with parents may be had.
(7) the out-of-school life of the pupil may be investi-
gated by visiting teacher or adviser.
(8) and finally, the case history as whole may be
reviewed and critically analyzed.
1
1. W. C. Reavis, op. cit., p. 89.
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1.
Chronic Failures in High School .
Under the direction of Charles E. Green, the Depart-
ment of Research of the Denver public schools during the
school year 1929-30 made a study of chronic failures in
the schools of that city, the purposes of that study
"being to discover the causes of the failure and to recom-
mend procedure for dealing with them. Following is the
plan used in making the study:
All pupil3 from grades XA to XIIA inclusive who fail-
ed in two or more subjects the second semester of last
year were included in the study. They w sre given an in-
telligence test. Their cumulative records in junior and
senior high school were sent to the research department.
Question blanks concerning these pupils were sent to the
research department, classroom, home room teachers, their
counselors, assistant principals, and deans. A folder
was prepared for each failing pupil and in the folder
were placed all materials collected. The mark3 for the
second six weeks and the first semester were than added
to the record. Arin attempt was made to summarize and an-
alyze each case, arid these summaries were written up to
be used for comparative studies. Finally, the failures
were classified into types. Procedures were suggested
for each type.
Types of Failing Pupils
1. Intelligence
(a) Below average
2. Physical
(a) Physically handicapped or low in vitality.
3. Outside distractions
(a) Outside or curriculum interests.
1. Editorial, The School Review, March, 1931, p. 161.
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The School Review. March, 1931 (cont.)
(b) Social Life
(c) Too much outside work.
4. Social and emotional maladjustments.
(a) Immature, new to school or unadjusted socially.
(b) Emotionally unstable--nervous , erratic.
(c) Extreme maladjustment--anti-social
.
5. Home problems
(a) Unfavorable attitude or lack of interest at home.
(b) Pupils do not receive close supervision necessary
to build up study habits, or parental control
lacking.
6. Subject failure
(a) Subject difficulties in reading.
7. Absence
Suggested Procedure for Fai ling Pupils
1. Below average intelligence—test results
(a) For group test intelligence quotient of less than
85 a Binet must be taken after failure in grade X.
If below 80, the punil may be eliminated from
senior high school.
(b) For intelligence quotients from 80 to 100 the
program should be modified.
(1) The Duoil should carry few subjects.
(2) He should be in low classifications and in
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modified subject-matter groups,
(3) Difficult subjects should not be undertaken.
(4) His course should be more definitely vocational.
2. Physical Handicap
(a)These cases should be reported to health service
departments- -adequate nutrition—res t-modified pro-
gram if necessary.
5. outside Distractions
(a) matter for adjustment between pupil, home, and
principal
.
4. Social and Emotional Mai-adjustments.
(a)These pupils require understanding and sympathy,
programs carefully supervised, psychiatric examina-
tion if necessary.
5. home Problems.
( a)Conferences between principal and parents.
6. Subject Failures.
( a) Reading-teacher should conduct informal reading
tests in this subject.
(b) Subject Difficulties
Teacher must try to analyze the hard spots of his
subject
.
7. Absence—discover Causes.
k.
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Ins truction Fitted to Each Child.
In Baltimore pupils are arranged in three groups—
the bright, the average, and the slow. Esch group of
children i3 taken at its own pace. In one of the high
schools a "special curriculum" will secure a certificate,
hut not the usual high school diploma. For the bright
pupils "accelerated" curricula have been provided which
affords an opportunity to capable pupils of accomplishing
five years' work in four years and thus securing enrollment
in the sophomore year of college. These are some of the
ways in which we are gradually adapting the work of the
schools to the needs and abilities of the ounils.
A STUDY OF PUPIL ELIMINATION IN THE
NEW HAVEN HIGH SCHOOL.
2
Implications of the investigations . --The facts
presented in this investigation suggest the following
recommendations: (1) Schools should make an effort to
secure a better understanding of the pupils themselves.
(2) Endeavor should be made to secure a less wasteful
adjustment between the school and the entering Dupils
through the line of advisory systems and through the
securing of information from A he elementary schools from
which the pupils come. (3) Greater endeavors should be
1 David E. '7eglein, Journal of Education, p. 172, Feb. 15, 1932,
2 Mabel A. Buckner, The School Review, Vol, XXXIX n 54nSeptember 1931. * «*ia, d. 0,

made to cope with the problem of retardation; such endeav-
ors involve a more nearly complete recognition of individual
differences. (4) The curriculum should be reorganized
in order to nrovide a more effective form of education for
puoils who must leave school before finishing their high-
school courses and in order to nrovide manual "ork for
those interested in it. (5) Efforts should be made to
improve the study habits of pupils through suoervised
study and conference hours.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF FAILING PUPILS 1
IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.
In order to develop in the high school pu^il a keen
sense of responsibility for the proper use of school time
and or>Dortunity, the Board of Directors of Seattle,
Washington, in February, 1921, adonted the following rule:
A student who does not pass in at least three subjects,
in addition to the required work in gymnasium, during any
semester in school will be placed on probation at the
beginning of the following semester, notice to the parent
or guardian being given simultaneously. Failure to
maintain a passing grade in three subjects during the
probation semester shall cause him to be dropped from the
regular high school. A student dropped from school on
account of poor work will not be reinstated before one
semester has elapsed after the close of the semester in
which he was dropped, and when relnstr-ted, he will
remain on orobation until he makes a passing grade in
three sublects one semester. Exceptions may be made to
the rule in case of illness or part time attendance.
While the nlan was adonted primarily to a rouse the
"loafer" type, it was recognized that to make the rule
effective, provisions must be made which would prevent
legal Interference of any sort. Accordingly, ungraded
1 W. C. Reavis, The Administration of Failing Pupils in the
High Schools of Seattle, Washington, The School Review,
Vol. 33, January, 1925, Dp. 25-34.
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high-school classes were organized which may he attended
during the semester which the pupil is barred from the
regular high school. A program of eight academic subjects
is offered in which regular high school credits may he
earned. Attendance is voluntary on the part of the pupil,
but in the case of those who elect to attend, an attempt
is made to diagnose their difficulties and to 'ipply
effective remedial instruction.
From a legal necessity, to prevent the overriding of
school authority, the ungraded high school has become a
real compensating opportunity for the ouoil who cannot
progress at a normal rate because of special disability.
The numbers in the soecial classes are small, and the
teachers are able to give individual puoils careful
attention. An effort is also made to develop in the pupils
effective study habits and a genuine interest in the work
undertaken. Performance in the soecial classes is frequent
ly superior to the results achieved in regular schools, in
soite of the fact that the native ability of the ouoils is
supposedly lower.
A study of the relative ages of non-probation and
probation puoils in three of the eight Seattle high schools
throws some light on the failure problem. In the freshman
an:3 sophomore classes, in which the greatest numbers are
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placed on probation, it is the older pupils who fail to
adjust themselves successfully to school conditions.
These probation pupils were asked to indicate the
cause or causes which, in their opinion, were responsible
for their failure to attain the minimum standards of
scholarship required by the board of school directors.
The causes which were listed with a total frequency of
more than five are given in the table below. The fre-
quencies of the different causes indicate remarkable
frankness on the part of all of the pupils In accepting
responsibilities for failure.
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DI
STRIBUTI
OH
OP
THE
LEADING
CAUSES
OP
PROBATION
AS
GIVEN
BY
334
PUPILS
ON
PROBATION
IN
THREE
HIGH
SCHOOLS,
SEATTLE,
1st
SEMESTER
1923-24.
CAUSE
FRESHMAN
SOPHOMORE
JUNIOR
SENIOR
TOTAL
Failure
to
concentrate
46
60
22
8
136
Insufficient
time
and
effort
39
70
15
6
130
Dislike
of
teachers
24
32
11
7
74
Irregular
attendance
26
24
8
4
62
Poor
study
habits
17
30
9
5
61
Worry
over
studies
21
20
9
3
53
Poor
foundation
14
23
11
3
50
Too
much
outside
work
17
18
7
6
48
Poor
Health
11
%
18
5
5
39
Inability
to
understand
11
17
5
4
37
Home
study
conditions
unsatisfactory
12
9
7
0
28
Lack
of
sleep
10
17
l
o
28
Physical
defects
13
7
5
2
27
Unfair
marking
12
9
3
3
27
Recent
Illness
9
14
2
0
25
vVorry
over
home
conditions
9
7
2
1
19
Lack
of
interest
4
4
6
3
17
Laziness
45
5
2
16
Too
much
athletics
6
2
2
1
11
Too
much
social
activities
13
2
3
9
Dislike
of
subject
2
3
12
8
No
opinion
2
3
10
6
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L. S. Fleming, assistant superintendent of schools,
in charge of high schools says that the probation ru^e
has acted as a stimulus to the pupils v/ho had the ability
to do creditable work, but who are inclined to take
chances with a small margin between barely passing and
failing. He thinks that the pulse of the whole high school
system has been quickened by the rule and offers in sup-
port of his opinion the fact that not more than one Duoil
in ten who are placed on probation are suspended from the
regular high school on account of failure to improve their
standing
.
The rule is intended to create a crisis in the school
life of the pupil, which will ?rouse him, his parents and
the school to an appreciation of the fact that the cosmo-
politan secondary school is not maintained either for
pupils of the "loafer" tyoe or for those whose handicaps
are an insuperable bar to progress in classes of normal
pupils. The former type must work at a reasonable level
of efficiency or forfeit the much needed space occupied.
The latter type vrhich is almost certain to fai] in the
regular school is offered a new chance in the ungraded
high school , which attempts to adjust its work to individ-
ual needs.
*
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Individual Differences
Hitherto we have attempted to fit the educational
program to the common qualities of human nature; now we
are giving due consideration to the differences in human
nature. We have learned that methods of instruction
must be constantly modified, readjusted and reinterpreted
to fit the needs of changing childhood and the demands of
a progressive society.
The student in difficulty is not unceremoniously sent
I
home, branded with failure. He has become a challenge to
the teacher and the principal. He has become a prospect
of unknown value. All the insight, intelligence, experi-
-
ence, and science which the principal and his corps of
co-workers can summon, is concentrated upon the study of
1
the special case.
HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING
The more progressive secondary schools have realized
the necessity of taking individual differences into con-
sideration and have attempted to meet the school problems
involved by grouping their pupils into relatively homo-
geneous sections and varying the instructional materials
and methods according to the needs of its varying student
personnel has resulted in the correction of maladjustment,
1 W. C. Reavis, Pupil Adjustment in Junior and Senior High
Schools, Preface ,p. xi.
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and the reduction of failure and elimination. The school
has been able to challenge the nowers of its pupils more
effectively and thus to account more accuratsly for what-
1
ever abilities its pupils possess.
DIFFERENTIATED ASSIGNMENTS
The idea of classifying pupils into homogeneous
groups has been opposed by some schoolmen on the ground
of its undemocratic implications. They attack, however,
more vigorously the methods of grouping and the tendency
to hurry the Drighter pupils through the curriculum. They
advocate enrichment of the program of studies as opposed
to acceleration for the stronger pupils and minimal as-
signments for the respective groups within a class is the
formula of providing for differentiation in heterogeneous
2
sections
.
THE INDIVIDUAL AS THE UNIT
.
It is douotful if either the proponents of homogeneous
grouping or of differentiated assignments will be able to
formulate a thoroughly scientific method of accounting for
individual differences. That both have made great progress
in that direction can not be doubted. The human being,
however, as an individual is subject to much greater varia-
tion than is the individual in the lower animal kingdom
and plant world. Hence the school must organize its
1 W. C. Reavis, op. cit., p. 165.
2 W. C. Reavis, op. cit., p. 104.
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materials and procedures to provide for the individual
as the unit. Instruction will without doubt always have
to be given to pupils in groups but it will be individ-
ualized* Pupil progress will not be evaluated relatively
but in terms of the individuals capacity to progress.
The school must carry a separate ledger account for each
pupil, and alibis will not be accepted if the schools are
unable to render an accurate accounting for what is re-
ceived at the termination of its contract with the indi-
1
vldual.
If the causes of pupil failure within a given school
are found to be very largely institutional in character,
then the school must diagnose its shortcomings and make
the readjustments required. On the other, if the causes
of failure rest with the individual himself, it becomes
the responsibility of the school through scientific study
of the problem very largely to anticipate the most fre-
quent causes and to provide remedial treatment especially
for the more common difficulties met. This requires that
the range and frequency of causes be known and their re«*
spective treatments understood in order that time may not
be lost in searching for causes and temporizing with
2
symptons
»
1. W. C, Reavls, op, cit,, p. 104
2. W, C. Reavis, op, cit», p, 106
*
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REDUCING FAILURES BY A PLAN OF ALTERNATIVE DISMISSAL
HOLDING FAILING PUPILS l«OR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTION. 1
The failure problem in high school has led to numer-
ous trials in providing special attention for pupils who
are dull. Favorable results have been received from
certain methods such as ability grouping, special classes,
and the employment of additional teachers; yet schools
must be operated within their own limitations and many
administrators find it impossible to provide extra teach-
ers, special classes, or other equally desirable factors.
Norwin High School, Irwin, Fa. 540 pupils, 22 teach-
ers has tried a plan involving alternative dismissal.
This experiment was conducted through April and i;ay, 1929
during which time passing pupils v/ere dismissed at S
o'clock and failing pupils were detained for additional
instruction until 5*40. This arrangement was made possi-
ble by dividing the afternoon session into four periods
instead of three. The regular program was completed at
5 o'clock and for the remainder of the school day the
teachers gave special attention to their failing pupils;
the benefits accruing to these failing pupils were de-
rived from time that was taken from pupils who were doins;
1. H. E. Brumaugh, Educational Research, Vol. 25, pp.240->
245, I.:arch, 1951.
*•
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satisfactory work. Below we have two tables showing the
school's failure record. Table 1 g.ives the results for
January compared with those of May.
Table I
Number of Number of
Falling Marks Failing Fupils
January 261 154
Kay 201 126
Difference 60 28
From this table we see t v at January report repres-
enting regulation conditions, contained 261 failing
marks, distributed among 154 pup::l3; and the hay report,
representing the period of alternative dismissal, " reveal-
ed 201 failing marks, distributed among 126 pupils. here
we find 60 less failing marks in hay than in January, and
28 less failing pupils.
The trend in fahhare between January and hay is
shown in JPable II, wh ich contains the data on f a 5 lure in-
cluded jn all of t v e reports jssued from January to \r,y
inclusive
.
1c
c
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Table II
Complete Data on Failures, January to May
Number of Number of
January
March
April
May
Failing Marks Failing Fupils
154
169
261
278
286
201
178
126
In Table II, the trend of failure is upward until
may --the period of alternative dismissal when the number
of failing pupils decreased significantly. According to
figures of the January, March and April reports, failures
would seem to be cumulative, perhaps contagious; and under
regulation conditions would be the usual proportional
increase, giving a possible total of 185. With the
changed conditions we find 126, which represents not only
an arrest of the trend but also a complete reversal in
direction. This table shows definitely. It does not
indicate, however, the full significance of the situation.
Failure becomes more or less a question of morale. Often
it indicates that the pupil has not set a high standard
for himself, that the standard talked about by his
teachers and his parents is to him a goal which he does
not believe in or care to achieve. To save such a pupil,
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we need, first, to change his mind, a difficult thing to
do with many high school pupils in the short period of
time allotted to this experiment. And then we need to get
him to work, which is also very difficult after he has
shirked for several months. We know that out of 178 such
pupils who were failing in early April, 52 were passing in
flay--after the experimental factor had been sufficiently
applied. Can this improvement toe credited entirely to the
conditions prescribed toy alternative dismissal? In support
f an affirmative reply, we have (1) a direct comparison
between two report periods that are related as to their
semester position and (2) a trend picture, tooth favoring
alternative dismissal, koreover, we find no irrelevant
conditioning factors to which the improvement may toe
ascritoed. The failing group has gained by this plan and
we know how much but what of the passing group. The
pupils who were passing in January lost in average attain-
ment for the period of alternative dismissal. These peoole
were rewarded for satisfactory work toy being dismissed 40
minutes early, and the results show that their loss was
statistically significant. It is quite evident that alter-
native dismissal, with its shorter afternoon periods, was
not a good thing for pupils who constituted the passing
groups
.
c
The findings of this study indicate that the plan
herein set forth would not be justified for year-round
school. It is a good spring tonic for "flunkers".
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Reducing Failures in Hi^h School .
One of the great problems of the public school system
is the number of failures.
The recent trend has been to lay the blame for failure
on the teacher. The teacher fails to interest the pupil;
the text book is too difficult; too long and too many
outside assignments; the individuality of the pupil in
regard to ability and interests is not given enough atten-
tion. All these things and many others are given as rea-
sons why the teacher may be blamed. Remedies for these
things have been offered in the form of minimum and maximum
assignments, ability grouping and vain endeavor to get the
texts and material that will interest and yet contain essen-
tial points of the subject. Yet we still have failures.
No one will deny that the teachers of today have more
control over the pupils than their own parents have. Pupils
are expected nevertheless to do most of their school work
outside of school. What is the result? The average pupil
has not the proper conditions in the home conducive to
accomplishing his outside assignments. What are some of
these conditions that pupils meet in their homes?
1. Parents with little or no education lacking ability
to enthuse pupils to do their homework.
r
«
1. James A. Boyd, A. M
. ,
Education, March, 1931, p. 425
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2. Parents too busy with other activities to see that
pupils do their homework,
3. Poor study conditions--such as distractions from
family, excess noise, poor lighting, poor heating,
etc, (radio),
4. Parents unable to keep children home in the after-
noon and evening.
We all know these things yet teachers go on in the
same old way, giving outside assignments and punishing
children who do not do them. Failing to get their home-
work, the pupils do not know the subject and consequently
become failures.
The teacher's control ceases when the pupil leaves the
classroom. Yet over one-half the pupil's work is done
outside of the school in the form of home assignments. Why
not do away with outside assignments? Outside assignments
might be abolished and the course of study still completed,
and completed thoroughly and best of all reduce the
failures to a minimum by giving all pupils an equal chance
under equal study conditions, to accomplish their work.
Lengthen the school day to 6 hours and do away with home-
work. Use the plan which is being used in some of our
leading high schools today, the divided or double periods.
Under this plan the day could be divided into six one-hour
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periods. The first half of the period could be devoted
to recitations, explanation, and assigning the next lesson,
and during the second half, the next day's assignment would
be studied under the supervision of the same teachers.
The advantages of this plan are many:
1. The homework is eliminated.
2. The pupil is directed in his study with no chance
of evasion.
3. The teacher is there to explain the difficulty.
4. The pupil studies under ideal conditions of heating
and lighting.
5. The sight of classmates studying should give an
incentive to the pupil.
6. Psychologists agree that study of a subject should
follow as soon as possible after the recitation.
Certain things must be carefully considered under thil
system. The teacher must carefully estimate the time
required to do the assignment, and allow for minimum
assignments so as to keep all pupils busy, yet be careful
that the task can be completed in the given time.
This plan would require in some cases more ^eachers,
but if failures are eliminated, surely it is worth the
cost. The time schedule of a six-hour da^ with the average
student taking five subjects would leave one hour a day
c
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free for extra curriculum subjects, or activities.
When such a plan is used with the school building
actually being used for all school work with every pupil
getting equal opportunity to do his entire work despite
home environment, then, and only then may the entire
blame for failures be placed on the teachers.
•
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Results of a How-to -Study Course Given in H igh
School
The content of the how-to-study course, given at
Redwood City, California, was organized into the following
main divisions. (1) the characteristics of a good student,
{?.) environment and equipment necessary for effective study,
(3) classroom attitude, (4) habits of study as they affect
the preparation of lessons, (5) methods of review, and
(6) preparation for tests.
For the purpose of this experiment two equivalent
groups were chosen, one of which was given the how-to-study
course for a period of eight weeks and then a comparison
was made of the improvement or non -improvement of each
group. The investiga ti seems to prove that it is possi-
ble to train pupils in methods of study and that such
training carries over into a variety of subjects. The
how-to-study course group made a superior improvement
during the period of the experiment. The pupils of this
group felt that they had been able to conserve time and
energy in preparing their lessons, that they were more
interested in school work and that they were better able to
comprehend what they read. The teachers of this group
felt that about 50 per cent of them h?d improved in attitude
1 D. Fred. Gatchel, The School Review, Vol. 39,p. 123,
February, 1931.
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and auality of work as compared with only 30 per cent of
those who did not have the course.
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1
METHODS OF REDUCING FAILURE .
The five means of reducing failures which will be
discussed are use of the normal curve, the problem-
project method, the Buckingham plan, the Rochester plan,
and the case-study method. The first four methods rep-
resent distinct types of procedure, while the case-study
method should be involved in all the others and yet should
be used alone.
These plans were selected for discussion because each
emphasizes a different principle in eliminating failure.
The first suggests a definite percent above which the
percent of failure should not go, while the second points
out that a change in method is necessary for creating
interest and decreasing failure. In the third, failure is
based upon inability to do work of the succeeding grade,
and special aid is given to the pupils who are on trial.
Under the fourth plan, enrollment is limited to those who
have a fair chance of succeeding in the course. The fifth
demands a personal study of all pupils in danger of fail-
ing .
Use of the Normal Curve
The theory of normal-curve distribution is that if
a large unselected group of men were measured for any
trait, such as height, weight, or mental ability, a great
1< A. 0. Heck, Administration of Pupil Personnel, p. 570
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many would have average measures; the number having higher
and lower measures would decrease progressively by equal
amounts, and two very small groups equal in number would
have exceptionally high and exceptionally low measures
respectively. By "unselected group" we mean a representa-
tive group of men from a given class. For example, if we
were to select two hundred baseball players from all
professional players in the United States by the simple
device of listing them alphabetically, and choosing, for
instance, every fifth name, we should have an unselected
group.
Fig. (9) is an illustration of a normal distribution
of school marks which approximated the normal curve.
According to the figure, 7 per cent would be given marks
of A and E, 24 per cent marks of B and D, and 38 per cent
marks of C. Various marking systems make use of slightly
different percentages, but the theory underlying each of
1
them is identical.
If the normal curve is strictly applied, the percent
age of failure is reduced in all cases where former
percentages were greater than the percentage suggested for
E by the normal curve. The defects of the method when
J
applied to a class of thirty or forty frequently repre-
sents a select group and therefore the pupils do not
1 A. 0. Heck, op. cit., p. 370.

CHART 9
A proposed grouping
of school marks
approximating the
normal curve.
*
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dis tribute themselves according to such a curve; and, also,
the group is too small to give a good normal distribution
even if the members are selected at random. T^e advantages
are that it becomes a check upon the teacher who habitual-
ly gives no failing marks or who gives a great many of
them, and that the teacher who feels the necessity of
giving many failing marks is forced to defend them, which,
in many cases, undoubtedly lessens failure because more
factors are taken into account and a truer estimate is
rendered.
1
THE PROBLKivi-?H 0JEC T METHOD *
According to this method used in Sumner High School,
p
Kansas City, Kansas, the year's work was divided into
ten general topics under which subtopics were then listed.
Each subtopic required about a week's work and was s unit
within Itself, although a part of a larger problem. The
development of a subtopic involved four steps: assignment
of the problem, reading and assimilation, organization,
and recitation. The pupils worked with the teacher in
making the assignment. Two periods were given to the
second step, in which the pupil read, consulted raps, made
charts, took notes, and learned facts. A written exercise
follov/ed, usually taking half a period, in which the
material was organized. The remaining period and a half
were used for recitation.
1 "This Flan Reduces Failure", Se^o}. Bulletin (March, 1924),
Vol. II, o. 3, Kansas City, Kansas.
2 A. o. Heck, op. cit., p. 372.
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Th is plan represents a distinct adjustment in
teaching method. It is described because it constitutes
one of the definite attempts which teachers are making
to put new lifo into the teaching act. The danger that
such an example may be copied literally and thereby
become dead and uninteresting always exists, of course.
If, however, the idea contained in the plan stimulates
us to do a bit of original thinking ourselves in striving
to make our classroom work more interesting, we shall have
found that which is needed to create an interest upon the
part of pupils, and failure will be lessened.
T1
THE BUCKINGHAM PLAN.
Five essential features are embodied in this third
plan for reducing failures.
(1)A11 pupils are promoted to the higher grade
regardless of the teacher's recommendation.
(2)A11 pupils recommended for failure are subject
to a regimen not applied to the other pupils.
(3)The receiving teacher is given six weeks to decide
whether or not the child is c-apable of doing work
in the new grade.
(4)Hesponsibility for failing each child is placed
• upon the receiving teacher.
(5)The receiving teacher follows a prearranged plan
1. A. 0. Heck, op. cit., p. 672,
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•f work for each probationary pupil.
Work planned for the receiving teacher involves
keeping a record for every probationary pupil which shows
the child* s record the previous semester, his record cf
work done during the trial period, what has been done for
lim by the receiving teacher, and her recommendation at
the close of the probationary period. Specific activities
have been suggested for receiving teachers, which include
visiting'the pupil's home, interviewing the parents,
giving pupils help outside of school hours, adjusting the
course of study, varying the methods ef teaching, using
Dupil cooperation, reporting daily to parents, and sending
1
lome the pupil's class work. Each of these eight measures
was described in enough detail to give the teacher a good
idea of its utility.
The Buckingham plan was used in two Illinois cities,
Springfield and Decatur, during the years 1918-1920, In
the first semester of its use more than 75 per cent of
the 1276 children promoted on trial made good; of these
only 172 were recommended for failure at the close of
;he semester. The plan reduced failure to 5 per cent.
The schools of Cuyahoga County, Ohio, tried the nlan
the fall of 1923, Excluding the first grade, 71 oer cent
of all the children promoted on trial made good. The Dlan
1 B, R. Buckingham, nAn Experiment in Promotion", Journal
of Educational Research (May, 1921), Vol. Ill, po. 326-335,
•
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was used also in 1923 by Superintendent Maston at
Martin's Perry, Ohio. In June 166 pupils in Grades II-VIII
were failed. In September 144 re-entered school, and all
chose to enter the advanced grade. At the end of eight
weeks 1C6 pupils, or 74 per cent, were retained. Of these,
only 8 per cent failed at the close of the semester.
Mr. Maston says , nThe experiment has conclusively proved
that many students who ordinarily fail, do so because of
1
our inability to stimulate them to their best efforts."
The Rochester Plan .
Miss Crafts, of the East High School of Rochester,
New York, uses what she calls "a campaign to reduce failure
in demonstrative geometry." An intelligence rating for
each pupil is recorded upon a permanent record card and a
set of cards is kept by the teacher showing the pupil f s
name and age, the nationality of his parents, his previous
success in mathematics, the reasons for his previous
failures, and plans for the future. Data from Miss Crafts 1
investigations suggest that pupils below fourteen years
mentally might profitably defer demonstrative geometry or
choose a course not requiring it. It is the teacher's task
to "stimulate the puails to greater efforts by the use of
immediate incentives, such as exhibits of good work,
nonorable mentions, honor rolls, and such modifications of
1 "Fifty thousand Children may be Saved from Failure"
Better Schools Bulletin (August, 1924), Vol. V, p. 3,
Ohio State Department of Education.
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class room procedure as study and experimentation nay
suggest. "1 Miss Crafts feels that 50% of the failures
in demons trative geometry can be prevented.
The Case-Study Method .
Probably no subject emphasizes the need for case
study more than does that of a school failure. As has
been pointed out any attempt to determine real causes of
failure demands that careful attention be given individ-
uals. Each of the foregoing plans for reducing failure
requires a study of individual pupils. In using the
normal curve teachers must be able to justify any extreme-
ly large failing group, which cannot be done unless they
know the pupils. Under the problem-project method some
knowledge of the pupil's interests is necessary if the
teacher is to be successful in setting up a problem of
real interest for the group. The success of the Bucking-
ham plan depends upon the intimate relationships established
between the teacher, the pupil, and his home. Miss Crafts
also insists that permanent records be availaole to the
teacher and not merely filed away ir. the principal's
office.
Other wr iters specify or imply the absolute need of
more case study if failures are to decrease without mere
lowering of standards. Miss Leatherman, in an article
1 Lillian L. Crafts, "causes of Failure in Plane Geometry
as related to Mental Ability", Mathematics Teacher Dec.
1923), Vol. XVI, pp. 481-492.
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entitled "Anticipating Student Failures, " says, "The
study of each individual should have begun in his early
childhood." In discussing work for maladjusted students,
she says, "How much better if in their grade-3chool days
diagnosis and treatment had given them an earlier start
into normal behavior and attitudes." Professor Wood of
Columbia University, commenting on the 35 per cent of col-
lege freshman who fail to achieve their goal, suggests
that one cause is the lack of guidance. He feels that
college should demand from secondary schools "cumulative
records of known significance," and that when such
adequate records are furnished "consideration of college
admission may begin when it should always begin, during
2
the first high school years."
A number of other conclusions are reached in similar
articles dealing with high school failures. "More atten-
tion should be given to habits of study and social
9
adjustments of dull pupils" is stated by one investigator.
"The fact that there are so many causes of failure in
arithmetic problems emphasizes the importance of deliberate
study of the individual difficulties before remedial
instruction is applied" appears in an article on failures
4
in arithmetic. Both pupil failure and pupil elimination
"make a strong appeal for the appointment of sympathetic
1 Zoe Emily Leatherman, "Anticipation Student Failure.s",
Educational Research Bulletin (January, 1926), Vol. V.
dp. 11-14
2 Ben °, Wood, "Relation of College Curricula to Education-
al and Vocational Guidance" School Life (March, 1925,) (Over)
3 E C. Peters, "A Substitute for Failure", Educational
Re
search -Bulletin (April, 1925), Vol. IV, pp. 182-135.
4. Pa*rl Roling, Clara Blume, and Mar7 Morehart, "Specific
Causes of Failure in Arithmetic Problems", Educational re-
search Bulletin (October, 1924). Vol. y _n * f7
"
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and helpful teachers as student advisors from the very
1
time of their entrance," according to Dr. O'Brien's study
of high-school failure. He also says:
"Records, adequate and complete, should be a part of
the business and educational equipment of every school.
The exposition and use of these facts as recorded will
then give direction to school progress, and dethrone the
2
authority of assumption and opinion."
The studies which have been made in this subject
magnify the importance to every teacher of a thorough
knowledge of her pupils, if failures are to be lessened.
Case studies, which should be included as a regular part
of our teaching technic, shift the emphasis from subject
matter to child--in the past the former has monopolized
attention. We should not however, be less prepared on
subject matter, but should be better prepared to understand
the child. Such an understanding can come only through
a more intimate knowledge of his school history, home life,
abilities, likes and dislikes, and ambitions. A permanent
school record of each child will further this newer teach-
ing preparation and thus lessen failure. This record
should be cumulative and should extend from kindergarten
through high school.
1 Francis P. O'Brien, The High-School Failures, p. 89,
Teachers' College, Columbia University, N . Y., 1919.
2 F. P. O'Brien, op. cit., p. 89.
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What are the Best Means for Reducing Pupil Failure
I
in Elementary and Secondary Schools .
Means for reducing pupil failure which ordinarily lie
within reach of the classroom teacher.
The following means are ranked in order of frequency
of mention by 555 superintendents of schools. They are a
summary of replies from superintendents of schools to this
question: Prom your experience, what are the six best
means for reducing pupil failure, which ordinarily lie
within the reach of the classroom teacher?
Means by which Teachers may reduce Pupil
Failure
.
(1st ten out of 50) (Reported by 555 superintendents of
schools )
.
1. Using achievement and diagnostic tests followed by help
and remedial work - test for deficiencies and diagnose
pupil difficulties in each subject. 374*-
2. Giving individual attention to pupil needs and interests
--300
3. Grouping according to ability, providing differentiated
courses of study, and applying teaching methods suitable
to each ability level. 199
4. Keeping work within the grasp of the pupil. 175
5. Learning about pupil's home conditions and securing the
cooperation of parents. 170
-*The numbers in this column are the numbers of tires each
of these means was suggested by the 555 Superintendents.
1 N. E. A. Department of Superintendence, 9th year book
p. 56, 1931.
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6. Diagnosing reading difficulties of Individual puolls
and giving remedial treatment. 157
7. Creating an esprit de corps.
Maintaining high morale; develooing enthusiasm for
subject by teacher; arouse sufficient Interest in each
subject to carry the pupil over the necessary mechanics
of the subject; encouraging ©lose concentration through
securing the interest and effort of the child in
successfully completing the work required; judicious
use of praise rather than reprimand; sufficient freedom
in work to satisfy the interests of children and to use
those interests to motivate the school activities;
capitalize success in certain lines as a motive for
achievement of attainable immediate goals in others;
and apoeal to pride and ambition of pupil. 153
8. Improving teaching methods.
Give more thought to the oreparation of the daily
lesson plan; make liberal use of teaching plans and
devices; vary method of attack; use project method;
develop socialized recitation; create a problem situa-
tion a3 a technique of lesson assignment; use laborator
type of class procedure; differentiate method for slow
pupils; and adjust manner of thinking to the thought
capacity of the child. 119
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9. Providing thorough, purposeful, find motivated drill for
accuracy. ----106
10. Teaching pupils how to study and how to organize their
work. 96
Means for reducing pupil failure which involve a
change in educational policy and administrative reorgan-
ization.
The following means are ranked in order of frequency
of mention by 555 superintendents of schools in reply to
the question: Prom your experience, what are the six best
means for reducing failure, which involve a change in
educational oolicy and administrative reorganization?
Means for reducing pupil failure through changes in
Educational Policy and Administrative Reorganization.
(Reported by 555 Superintendents of Schools).
1. Organizing homogeneous grouping. 243
2. Differentiation of curriculums and courses of study
to fit the pupils of different levels of ability. 94
3. Applying rational promotional practices. 94
4. Providing special classes. 88
5. Employing better teachers. 84
6. Using standardized tests. 80
7. Adapting the schools to meeting individual needs of
pupils. ^8
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8. Reducing size of classes. 74
9. Developing a consistent program of child guidance
and counseling. 5b
10. Providing helping or coaching teachers. 53
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SUMMARY OP REMEDIAL MEASURES MENTIONED IN PART III
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF THEIR FREQUENCY.
No. of times
Remedial Measures mentioned
1. Recognition of individual Differences 9
2. Analysis and Follow-up of Case History 7
3. Efforts to Improve Study Habits 7
4. Advisory or Guidance System 5
5. Homogeneous Grouping 4
6. Special Classes for Failing Pupils 4
7. Conferences with Parents 4
8. Achievement and Diagnostic Testing 3
9. Definite Vocational Courses for Failing Pupils3
10. Diagnosing Reading Difficulties 3
11. Differentiation of Curriculum and Courses
of Study 2
12. Special Reports 2
13. Variation and Improvement of Teaching 2

PART IV
CONCLUSION
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Conclusion
In the beginning of this study failure was defin-
ed by Heck as non-acceptable work in a grade or course
in consequence of which it must be repeated, our ob-
ject was to try to determine where the responsibility
for failure rests. Prom the evidence presented it would
seem that the responsibility was fourfold and must be
assumed in part by:
1. The School or Administration
2. The Teacher
3. The Parent
4. The Child
The School
The School or Administration must assume its share
of responsibility for failure because:
(1) The curriculum is unsuited to the abilities and
interests of the pupils of the community.
(2) The maladjusted child is not provided for.
(3) There is no definite guidance program.
(4) Students are not trained to read intelligently.
(5) Classes are large so that individual attention
is prohibited.
(6) Parents are not instructed as to the amount of
r
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horae study needed.
The Teacher
The teacher must assume her share of responsibility
for failure because:
(1) Directions are not specific
(2) Children of limited abilities are not given
opportunities to taste success.
(3) Poor tesching methods still prevail.
(4) There is a lack of healthy social and personal
relationship between pupil end teacher.
(5) Standards of marking are often false.
(6) Assignments are not clearly made.
(7) We are still teaching subjects instead of boys
and girls.
The Parent
The parent must assume his share of responsibility
for the failure because of:
(1) Poor home conditions of study.
(2) Lack of sympathy with the child.
(3) Lack of cooperation with the school.
(4) Lack of parental control.
rr
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The Child
The child must assume his share of respon-
sibility for the failure because of:
(1) Lack of effort.
(2) Lack of interest.
(5) Lack of preparation.
(4) Lack of good study habits.
(5) Lack of attention in class.
(6) Lack of ability to budget time.
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REMEDIAL SUGGESTIONS
The remedies suggested may be divided into two gen-
eral groups--those controlled by the school and those
controlled by the teacher.
THE SCHOOL
1. Let the high school educate every child according to
his ability.
2. Diagnostic appraisals--case study method.
3. Weekly reports of temporary adjustments.
4. Smaller classes for maladjusted children.
5. Supervised study--less home-work.
6. Special courses in Methods of Study.
7. Homogeneous Grouping.
8. Opportunity classes.
9. Additional periods for failing puoils.
THE TEACHER
1. Have definite knowledge of pupil's orevicus history.
2. Use teaching methods that emphasize thought -get ting
rather than drill.
3. Differentiate Assignments.
4. Have subject matter suited to the needs and inter-
ests of the failing child.
5. Try to understand and sympathize with the child.
•m ' —
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